Community Feedback on Initial Language
Existing Community Gathering Meetings
Notes taken verbatim to the extent possible,
notes are reflective of individual contributions to the conversation.
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Notes – Feedback on Initial Language for an Updated City Code
• The revised document is more accessible, easier to understand than the
original code.
• Moves more toward modern goals, as government should be doing
• Agreeable goals for people of Portland
• Item “I” in the original is more expanded upon in B-F in the revised
• The original addresses very specific points, such as noise control. The
newer version is broader and covers a bigger range to really serve needs of
Portlanders. This is helpful to generate more opportunity, instead of having
10 specific things, a broader range that can serve the goal better
• The original document is so large that you think that it would be saying
something meaningful. The new document you understand everything by
reading the first page.
• In the new purpose statement, it says that the Office will “adapt to new
needs.” This is not in the original document. It allows processes to
continue and makes it a living document.
• The language and length is more accessible. “Standards” not in the new
document which makes it more accessible to more groups.
• There is language in the new version referring to “across generations” and
generationally. This is good for tax-paying adults but still applies to
everyone else.
• The new document is straightforward. The original had so many details
and boundaries.
• The “Definitions” are not present in the new document. Having some
might help establish terms of the conversation.
• In the 4th section of the new document, talk about how we can achieve
the goals. How would the office share and support implementation of
community practices, for example?
• Balance the more simple and accessible format with more detail that
promote accountability (for the City’s responsibility).
• There is a history of distrust between youth/community and government.
There are many conversations like this happening. It is important to have a
youth perspective.
• Language is more accessible: easier to understand – not as intimidating,
with agreeable goals
• More in depth – across generations/generationally ifs great
• Point letter “I” in old code has been expanded to B-F in new language –
great
• More opportunities when not very specific language
• A few generalized points are good for the long run
• “Adapt to new needs” – great!
• Open to self-governance
• Very straight forward

• Too many boundaries in old code
• Definitions would be good to establish the terms in the conversations
• How we are going to take steps to achieve these goals – include in here,
this is missing
• A little vague, lacking in detail – needs more tangible steps
• Lack of specificity – what’s the process if someone were looking to use this
for how-to do engagement
• There is often a lack of accountability in government – we need
accountability and measurable steps
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Notes – Feedback on Initial Language for an Updated City Code
• Not as much concrete language in initial language
• Lack of agency for community – not directing the community
• Good change – government to engage community
• There is not a definition of community in here, should there be?
• Movement towards equity is excellent
• Questions of whether there should be some parameters around community
• When looking at section E and evaluation there should be “data collection”
added
• “Should” is not concrete enough – this does not hold government
accountable
• Terms that are hard to understand (ex. Equity) are repeated a lot – be more
succinct
• Similarities with this and the Office of Equity – what are the different
functions?
• Not sure what will be done based on this – very broad
• Appreciate “self-identifying”
• Helping Portlanders understand (section F) – greatly appreciate
• Language within code is appreciated – refreshing
• Comp Plan and other long-range documents – how they work together?
• The current code has more concrete language.
• New language could be more specific but on the other hand, being more
vague is actually good for allowing for flexibility and program development.
Opens things up.
• The emerging code does not define the community’s agency. We discussed
that this is a reflection of the requirement for the code to define the
functions and responsibilities of the bureau, in relationship to community,
other bureaus, other jurisdictions but focusing on the bureau’s role and not
the other parties)
• New emerging language is excellent. Movement toward equity, wider
involvement.
• In Item “E. Collaborate in defining, planning and implementing efforts…”
add “ongoing data collection and evaluation”
• Add definitions? But this makes it hard to reflect that definitions will be
changed and mean different things over time.

• “Self-identifying communities” …this is defining “community” without
setting a specific definition of community. I understood it as it is intended.
• Make language to make the bureau/city more accountable. “Shall” rather
than “should,” for example.
• Some terms are hard to understand if you do not have a working
understanding of it, like “culturally competent.”
• Some terms are repeated multiple times, such as community and equitable.
Make more succinct.
• Comprehensive Plan: see how groups are called out.
• Item “H. The Office should share and discuss…” seems to end abruptly at
the end. Is something missing?
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Notes – Feedback on Initial Language for an Updated City Code
• Currently directed by the code/ONI Standards
o Makes us less competitive in grant process
o Concerned that news bylaws may be out of alignment with current
contract
o Is it wise to change bylaws before the updated code? From a legal
standpoint
• ONI Standards are restrictive:
o Majority of board has to be N.A.
o Board needs to be more reflective of the programming/community
o Untangle historic mental constraint
o False sense of entitlement/quasi government entity
o Contract gets pitted against code
• Code reflects bureau and programs? – Functions not programs
• Best practices should be put in code
o Be clearer on what those are
• We want to feel more prepared for city support – chicken vs egg – do we
change bylaws or wait to see what your change is?
o Need an implementation period – administrative role
• Land use decision – don’t want to get rid of that public privilege
• Let those other bureaus decide what their need is
• Don’t give [those bureaus] that out – Not having to go out to community and
do the engagement work
• These are many programmatic decision – may not need to be at the code
level
• What systems are in place to protect those organizations that are newly
coming in?
• ONI Standards, especially governance requirements, have made it
challenging to be financially sustainable and competitive for grant funding. If
you cannot make your board as reflective of the community, then going to
private funders is a fool’s errand.
• In response to the question, what of the ONI Standards would you keep? nothing I can think of.

• The constructs in the Standards are not helpful for actual functioning. They
set up false assumptions that we are quasi-governmental. They have been
used only to adjudicate interpersonal disputes; they have been used by
individuals to pursue individual disagreements.
• The Standards have never been useful at all.
• Parts of the Standards once were useful but now are crumbling.
• Part of the justification for the Standards has been the land-use role of
neighborhood associations. Take the bureau out of land use or specific areas
and let the entities that deal with those issues set those rules.
• Neighborhood associations and coalitions can continue as program areas but
they do not belong in code.
• Make it more clear that item “B. Develop, modify and update communityresponsive practices for civic engagement” that this is related to the resolution
charge of “set of voluntary guidelines that represent best practices for civic
engagement”
• Re: resolution charge to reflect “updated descriptions of the Bureau’s
responsibilities”…discussed that functions and responsibilities are different
than listing specific program names. For example, item “F. Provide support for
the creation of learning opportunities…” can be achieved through multiple
programs, existing and to be developed.

Right 2 Survive

Portland Spirit
Led Justice
Alliance

Notes – Feedback on Initial Language for an Updated City Code
• “Neighborhood” out, community in – this is good
• "Continual redirecting of resources" - really good
• A lot of what we discuss is coming through in this initial language
• Add “economic or housing status” - call this out
• "F" on second page is really good, “who is bettered and burdened”

Notes – Feedback on Initial Language for an Updated City Code
• Reflecting on the hierarchy of access. Have been reflecting that the
neighborhood association (n.a.) system is outdated. There is also a
hierarchy within n.a.’s that restricts access. If you’re in, you’re in.
There is a “food chain” that is inaccessible through n.a.’s.
• The Spanish speaking community is surprised that the city cares what
they think (e.g., by asking them through recent City audits). When they
have tried to participate in n.a.’s there was limited access.
• How do we convince those who never had power that they have
access? A central tenant of community organizing is listen to the
people, then do what they say. My confidence in having government
listen is waning over time, mostly b/c of the national conversation.
Energy needs to be put keeping people involved; that will be essential.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

UPCOMING….

This is terrific and so overdue.
“worst outcomes” language in F., last section. Try instead “addressing
our failures to serve communities.” Make it about what government
has done/not done in that scenario.
“under-represented” language in F., last section. Some people do not
want to be identified that way. Try “systemically excluded.”
How will you be working with community-based partnerships to reach
populations that typically wouldn’t be part of a n.a.?
Where is best practice happening? Cully is one place. It is an example
of people saying “we’re going to change our own lives our own way.”
Start with where you’ve seen success.
Civic stadium story. Jim Francesconi was appointed by Vera Katz to
head the Human Rights Commission. When he disbanded the human
rights commission, I remember testifying that “he was shifting the
power from human rights to property rights.” How will human rights
be protected as well as property rights?
The first document is a specific list of groups. The new version allows
groups to evolve to meet community needs, like Living Cully.
Do not create a hierarchy of access.
This doesn’t preclude neighborhood associations; it just opens the
doors for others.
Turn the tide…the people are the teachers.

City Club
Bus Project
Portland Indian Leaders Roundtable
Neighborhood Coalition Leaders
Plus, many that are pending…

Community Feedback - Code Change (City Code Chapter 3.96)

Q7 Please provide additional feedback for the Code Change Committee
to consider as they draft recommendations for City Code Chapter 3.96.
Answered: 70

Skipped: 29

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Our neighborhood association provide a clear, accessible path for citizens to engage with their
communities, yet there is no mention of this role in the chapter.

5/17/2019 10:13 PM

2

The code needs to more effectively and specifically address Neighborhood Associations and
confirm that neighborhood residents, and not the City, should take the lead in maintaining and
improving neighborhood engagement and safety.

5/17/2019 8:59 AM

3

I would like to see a definition of "community" and "neighborhood." "Community," in the City
Government's recent past, has meant focusing on the staff of established nonprofits receiving
substantial grant and other funding from the City and purporting to serve under-served and
marginalized, vulnerable communities, yet whose leadership/paid staff has not been
representative of the community they're supposed to serve and for whom they're supposed to
advocate. (An example is IRCO which is supposed to be advocating for the immigrant and refugee
community yet has been accused of union-busting and underpaying its immigrant and refugee
staff. APANO also receives substantial City funding, yet there seems to have been no followup to
the allegations several years ago to accusations by former and current staff and volunteers that
APANO engaged in homophobic and sexist practices in the workplace.) Overreliance on
established nonprofits whose leadership is not representative of their constituency runs the risk of
being lipservice to racial and social justice. The movers-and-shakers in the nonprofits who are
liaising with the City Government are not necessarily "multicultural." Also, "community" is peopleAND geographically-based. There are subtle differences in communities and community selforganizing depending upon where in Portland they are living, working, playing, worshipping,
attending school, etc.

5/17/2019 7:13 AM

4

I would like to see the continued involvement of neighborhood associations reflected as these
groups are open to all people within the specific neighborhood and have been able to advocate for
continued community improvements within the city.

5/16/2019 4:59 PM

5

Portland is known, and has long been respected, as a city of neighborhoods. These proposed
changes in Chapter 3.96 are clearly an attempt to diminish if not abolish the ONI, neighborhood
associations, and organized input into city policies going forward. I have no doubt that a proper
polling of Portland residents would not support these changes. This is a strangely constructed and
worded opinion poll that will not reach enough citizens and has a built-in bias in favor of the
changes. I should not have to tell you that this is a good example of a cause for the loss of trust
and respect for City governance. Tom Hansen SE Portland

5/16/2019 3:29 PM

6

Much of the language feels very dense and heavy. Is there a way to streamline it a bit?

5/16/2019 1:30 PM

7

It is unclear the relationship that the bureau will have with other bureaus. Civic Life can promote
their values but I am not sure how they would be able to get buy in from the other bureaus. How
could Civic Life actually make sure that other bureaus and the City pay attention to the needs of
community members with the worst outcomes? How can Civic Life tangibly lift up the voices of
underrepresented people in the decision making process at other bureaus? Some ideas about how
it might accomplish that include: providing culturally competent communication, communicating
opportunities to provide input to communities that will be impacted by those decisions in a way that
works best for that community, doing involvement audits at other bureaus and the City, etc. Also,
one thing that a lot of people want is for this office to help communicate upcoming decisions and
opportunities to provide input. How does that fit within the purpose of the office?

5/16/2019 10:49 AM

8

I'm interested in knowing how this will actually change the existing neighborhood association
structure.

5/16/2019 10:10 AM
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9

As a lifelong neighbor and an older person I do not feel represented, in fact I feel like I am the
enemy and my long history make me an enemy. I question your greivence procedures after the
abandonment of the Richmond Neighborhood grievances. I no longer feel safe on the street where
I live or the bus. most small business owners I know are selling due to lack of consideration for
them. I know the spirit of your code is well meaning but way to exclusionary of elderly ,disabled
and business people.

5/16/2019 8:41 AM

10

I have chosen NOT to answer most of this survey because I don't understand it's structure. Is the
text provided within the survey a proposed rewording of the current city charter. Do questions such
as "How reflective is this section ... of the resolution charge of the committee" ask about the
original text or the text included within the survey. I believe the confusing nature of this survey
creates fundamental flaws. Responders will answer to different interpretations of what this survey
is asking. Recommendation: withdraw the survey, rewrite it to clarify the questions, and then
reissue the survey.

5/16/2019 8:01 AM

11

Completely changing the mission of this office is really idiotic. Given that city councilors do not
represent geographic districts, the ONI and the neighborhood system was one of the only
protections afforded to our unique and (formerly) diverse neighborhoods. Creating a developer
free-for-all as you have done won't help you achieve equity. It's all a bunch of bullshit.

5/15/2019 10:24 PM

12

Completely changing the mission of this office is really idiotic. Given that city councilors do not
represent geographic districts, the ONI and the neighborhood system was one of the only
protections afforded to our unique and (formerly) diverse neighborhoods. Creating a developer
free-for-all as you have done won't help you achieve equity. It's all a bunch of bullshit.

5/15/2019 9:34 PM

13

Questionnaire received from CNN. Concern duplication of public outreach as elements of separate
bureaus & increased confusion. Every neighborhood has different compositions of minorities so
equitable funding needs checks and balances not stated. More is needed to promote and fund
means of communication that reach different populations in real time. For example: Real-time
digital participation in meetings. 24-7 translation services for all media.

5/15/2019 6:05 PM

14

Very vague and bureaucratic language for statements intended to define how an Office will
promote civic engagement between other City offices and any/every one who may spend all or
some part of their day in our jurisdiction. PROMOTE being the operative word. Let's see a
statement about how this Office can effect constructive communication between city agencies and
people/communities/groups. This Office should bear some responsibility for setting some
minimum qualifications for anyone intent on addressing the City to assure us there is merit to
remarks. Conversely, city representatives should have to meet minimum qualifications for being
capable of relaying info to a non-employee. A culture of community engagement is a worthy and
ambitious goal. This new Office can contribute to the culture by cultivating community reps who
are credible, capable and competent to participate in civic affairs.

5/15/2019 3:03 PM

15

While I was encouraged to see wording regarding " honoring existing community structures and
leadership" I would like the wording to include " such as neighborhood associations". These are
established local, geographical centered inputs that have served their purpose well, for the most
part; and should not be overly diluted through the laudable goal of getting more involvement by all
citizens...

5/15/2019 2:59 PM

16

I appreciate the racial and social justice lens, and appreciate the inclusion of "inclusive city" in the
statement of purpose. However, I don't see enough description of how persons with disabilities, of
all races and genders, will get the support they need to participate on an equal basis with others

5/15/2019 2:05 PM

17

This is a very poorly done survey. State clearly what you want to change, why you want to make
changes, and what you propose. As presented, this survey is useless as a tool for obtaining public
comment. If it represents your general methodology we're in trouble!

5/15/2019 12:19 PM

18

The city needs to discontinue neighborhood associations. Out neighborhoods are segregated
through decades of discrimination in housing, and many associations work to perpetuate that
problem by creating historic districts and opposing the RIP and other attempts at in-fill and
redevelopment. There can't be diversity in neighborhoods without diversity in housing, and the
associations oppose the later at every opportunity. They should be cut out of the process, leaving
it to the city council to decide what is best for the city as a whole. Leave the associations to
organize garage sales and nothing more. They are just elitist nimbies. See, e.g., Laurelhurst and
Eastmoreland. Don't encourage them.

5/15/2019 11:04 AM
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19

This "survey" reminds me of the surveys sent out by the Foreign Service Association, seeking
validation from its members in order to demonstrate solidarity to management in the State
Department. There is no genuine effort to seek opinion and determine the relative strength of
ideas; it is cooked from the beginning. It would be better to display the old and new language side
by side, and then I would be happy to tell you what I think.

5/15/2019 9:01 AM

20

Geographical representation is the only method of ensuring the inclusion of every resident. The
OCCL should address concerns of underrepresented groups by reforming the way NA's work.
Singling out and empowering favored groups is undemocratic and invites manipulation by monied
interests. OCCL should be thinking about the integrity of the process, not looking for ways to
achieve a particular outcome. As written now, the code represents a transactional approach no
different from that taken by city officials who stack the planning commission with members who
overwhelming reflect real estate finance interests.

5/15/2019 7:25 AM

21

Like most Portlanders, most neighborhood associations support the stated goals of diversity,
equity, and inclusion. On the other hand the City talks a good deal about these values but appears
to be having trouble communicating effectively with ( or listening to) the residents of the city or the
established neighborhood associations. The primary functions of providing a high quality of urban
services to all of its residents is being lost in a sea of ideologic patter. The city and neighborhoods
established the geographical boundaries of the neighborhood associations, the city and local civic
leaders established the role and procedural framework for the neighborhood associations. The City
has increasingly failed to solicit, listen or respond to neighborhood input on a variety of policy and
service delivery issues. That is the entire premise upon which the Code Change is being
advanced, with the implicit premise that Neighborhood Associations, by their very nature, are
privileged, exclusive, and inaccessible. It is ideology ignoring the historical record. The Code
Change is poorly defined, and does not seem to prioritize accountability between City residents
and the City government. The proposed changes contain a lot of aspirational language about
creating an "inclusive, collaborative, responsive, equitable" bureau that wants to "facilitate
conversation" but it does not provide any substantive policy, nor does it establish infrastructure or
accountability for these goals.

5/14/2019 10:56 PM

22

The new code eliminates neighborhood associations and coalitions from the code language as the
grass roots basis of the City of Portland's community engagement mechanism. Associations will
likely continue to serve our communities in the many ways the do, but the change would
deprioritize associations and coalitions as the primary representation for neighbors.

5/14/2019 9:10 PM

23

While the stated goal of this committee to remove neighborhood associations and the nuisance of
public input should be commended, why all the verbosity? How about just changing to a slogan,
City of Portland, "The city that knows best, no citizen input needed."

5/14/2019 1:00 PM

24

This whole change is silly bureaucracy and I'm embarrassed we've paid for this "rebrand" as
Portlanders. Stay ONI, stay "neighborhoods," and apply these directives as an added layer to what
you were already doing. Outreach is hard. Renaming yourselves won't make it easier.

5/14/2019 12:17 PM

25

I am HIGHLY dissatisfied with the Office of Community & Civic Life. It seems like this is an obvious
ploy to take away ALL opinions and right from Neighborhoods ONLY because you don't like our
opinions and would prefer to seek the agenda of the developers/city council unencumbered by
anyone who does NOT share the same objective as their own.

5/14/2019 11:05 AM

26

Using the word "should" instead of "shall" carries no results. There is no measurement of charge in
any of the language. This appears to be a top down mission having collaborative forums to discuss
community developed practices ends up being something like this. The mission itself addresses
marginalized communities but who determines who those are and who decides if they are
marginalized? Is there an equitable way to do that without being exclusionary? This created tribes"
b categorizing different groups based on age, ethnicity, religion, etc. This sounds like all things
have to be "equal" and that flies in the face of equity.

5/13/2019 8:27 PM

27

I'm very confused by this survey. It's hard for me to parse out what is meant by "3.96.020-A
Functions: The Office of Community & Civic Life Engages with Intergenerational Communities" why is intergenerational called out in this context?

5/13/2019 4:20 PM

28

What was once an effective department, the Office of Community and Civic Life has become very
ineffective. More attention needs to be directed to the needs of the community served. All we tend
to hear about is training to attend City Council meetings.

5/13/2019 12:37 PM

29

How do you actually practice these ideals with existing groups who have no desire to follow your
code?

5/12/2019 9:30 AM
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30

I went to the Rose City Park neighborhood association meeting for the first time and was
saddened and appalled at how people who are homeless were being discussed. They do not
represent me and they should not speak for the neighborhood, just for the few people who attend
the meetings. I am now going to EPAP meetings.

5/12/2019 8:54 AM

31

These goals are already in the existing Code. Changes will be akin to cosmetic surgery on a
human

5/11/2019 6:46 PM

32

The concepts are good. Keep refining the language.

5/11/2019 12:30 PM

33

The ideas are good. Keep refining the language.

5/11/2019 12:29 PM

34

Solicit feedback from people who cannot access this survey, have lower levels of literacy and/or
are marginalized from this engagement efforts.

5/11/2019 7:10 AM

35

Increase auditing funds and operations. None of these code changes will mean anything if
operations are not audited well and early in program implementation.

5/11/2019 5:19 AM

36

Current code is heavily weighted to give attention and inclusion to the moneyed sector of Portland;
neighborhood associations are largely dominated by white land owners, and reflective of their
cooperation with developers. Where are your mandates to reach out to other community
organizations?

5/9/2019 10:10 AM

37

The current code is fine.

5/9/2019 9:41 AM

38

Love these changes. I've up until recently served on an NA board. For the most part I met and
made many wonderful friends. The problems arise in equity and social justice (where Civic Life
comes in). Even with a majority on the board of members active in getting more and diverse voices
heard, a small minority of loud board members were able to silence us with grievance procedures,
recalls at a constant pace. It made the atmosphere most difficult to operate in. It was frustrating
being prevented from being additional diverse neighbors to the table. Additionally, the weight of
the NAs voice was skewed towards supporting the rich neighbors. With smaller populations in the
richer NAs, essentially their voices/vote are worth more. Ex. 1 letter from 8,000 neighbors NA,
against 1 letter from 12,000 neighbors. If 2 letters are equal, the 8,000 neighbors have a stronger,
less diluted representation. Simple point is I think Civic Life is moving in a better more equitable
direction. Being more inclusive, focusing on equity is the way forward. Thank you for all your
efforts.

5/9/2019 9:15 AM

39

it's great too see this being re-written to better reflect the reality in our neighborhoods. anything
you can do to make the systems currently inplce more equitable to all citizens and less contentious
is helpful. changing the structure to prevent abuse of fake power by NA boards would go a long
way to creating more interest and participation from all of portland's citizens.

5/9/2019 9:10 AM

40

We have seen huge dysfunction and power brokering/manipulation in our neighborhood
association, I look forward to more equitable and representative support for community
involvement of diverse and under-represented members of our both our local community and citywide communities. Thank you for doing this very important work!

5/9/2019 8:21 AM

41

Efforts are being made to be inclusive.

5/8/2019 7:47 PM

42

I think these suggestions capture the spirit of the mission and charge. My general impression is
that statements are wordy and too long. It is difficult to keep all of the ideas packed into these long
sentences straight. I think there is a risk of making the scope too broad by trying to say so much. A
minor nit: In the description of Functions, I don’t think section A., that starts with “Sharing...”, is a
complete sentence. I know this is difficult work so thank you for putting in the effort on our behalf.

5/8/2019 7:31 PM

43

What is deemed livability for the city and my neighborhood? And who decided what is considered
livability? How are we addressing the housing issues as we squeeze out single family dwellings
and only add 1-2 bedroom apartments-are we squeezing out families with 2 children of opposite
genders? How is removing parking and building apartment buildings with little to no parking
improving our livability? The goal of making our neighborhoods "livable" seems to be another
government driven ideal that does not actually take into consideration what individual
neighborhoods find livable.

5/8/2019 7:24 PM
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44

This looks like it will be a much better process than the current Neighborhood Association model.
The NA model is structurally broken. It favors older, white homeowners who have time in the
evening to go out and attend a meeting. It disfavors folks who work evening shifts, who have
children to care for, and who do not hear about the neighborhood meetings. This should lead to
other methods of engagement, such as online, livestreamed meetings, and videos to review. It
should also not necessarily be meeting-based. Younger populations are not used to the 2-hour
format of engagement, and would be more likely to respond to much shorter form outreach, such
as tweets or instagram messages. Outreach to non-English speaking communities should be in
their own language, and in culturally appropriate forms. Perhaps online, but perhaps also meetings
with lots of food, or ? Outreach to renters, and input from renters is also important, as most current
NAs are heavily homeowner-weighted (sometimes exclusively), despite their theoretical charge of
representing a neighborhood that is some times half to 2/3rds renters. Someone needs to speak
for those who are moving here, as well. There is great demand for housing, but NAs have often
taken the path of trying to stop housing, or suggest that it be built in places far from transit, from
shopping, from jobs, that will give poor outcomes for those living there. Please continue in this
direction, and eliminate the Neighborhood Associations, especially their privileged access to free
appeals (which they use often to stop or delay new housing), and make sure that Council does not
give special weight to homeowners over renters. Thank you.

5/8/2019 3:28 PM

45

This is a much better approach than the current "Neighborhood Associations" model, and
promises to include all people, not just the older white homeowners who dominate NAs.

5/8/2019 3:16 PM

46

I'm excited to see less emphasis on Neighborhood Associations (which don't necessarily
represent the neighborhood) toward other groups. I think the challenge will be to activate the
underserved communities into a structure that can effectively participate. Most importantaly I'm
thinkin renters and elderly who get left out of the process. I'd love to see support for groups in high
schools to become more community connected.

5/8/2019 2:57 PM

47

I am so excited by this work! It's so hopeful that Portland will take steps towards more inclusive
and relevant community involvement. Can't wait to see the outcomes!

5/8/2019 2:48 PM

48

I am so excited by this work! It's so hopeful that Portland will take steps towards more inclusive
and relevant community involvement. Can't wait to see the outcomes!

5/8/2019 2:47 PM

49

3.96.010: Love the shift to "work together to deliver more just and equitable outcomes." And
expanding the definition from just certain narrowly-scoped groups to all. Great shift in equity right
there! 3.96.020-A: I love the shift from 'Neighborhood Associations' to 'Communities'. The former
were limited in scope, and rarely sought to address the needs of more than a small handful of
individuals. They're also inherently classist, as rich neighborhoods have more Neighborhood
Associations per-capita. Under the current system small rich neighborhoods have a far overweighted voice. And staff resources are all to often tied up with simply enabling the petty
politically-motivated power struggles of the already-enfranchised. Instead shift the focus to
organizations with clear purposes, vibrant and diverse groups, and more that reach whole
communities in a multitude of ways. Having support to build into any community is fantastic, and a
much better application of staff and financial resources than the old model. Having knowledgeable
people to guide new groups and communities could be a great resource to building into our local
communities as they exist and interact today. And would give flexibility to address needs as the
city grows. 3.96.020-B: Love the changes here. Really focusing on any community and getting it
plugged in in a meaningful way to the city is what this department should be about. ----- Thanks for
your work to create a better city, and to do so by listening to all the voices and communities. The
shift from focusing on handfuls of homogeneous people who exploit outdated systems for overweighting their civic voice, and instead shifting to looking at all people from all communities will be
a huge step forward.

5/8/2019 2:23 PM

50

The city code should ensure there is a safe and clean city for all. It should prohibit sleeping on the
streets, using the city streets as a bathroom, and provide for a temporary shelter for those on the
streets. Those on the streets who are mentally ill or drug addicted should be sent to mandatory
treatment.l

5/8/2019 2:07 PM

51

Do NOT do away with Neighborhood Associations - they are the backbone of this city. Create
whatever other inclusion things you want, but maintain Neighborhood Associations as is. I am a
taxpayer and am tired of the constant changing and the wasteful money spent on re-branding the
Office of Civic Involvement. We are a city of neighborhoods.

5/8/2019 12:14 PM
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I feel we need to leave race/gender out of the conversation. We are having a hard enough time
getting volunteers, no matter their gender/race. Let's get our business/neighborhood watches
back. Get the civic life to be under the police department, like other cities. I feel the only changes
being made to this is to get us more "politically" correct. I don't like hearing current collations will
lose funding because they are not the right "color" Once our streets are safe for the kids to walk
around in, we can move on.

5/8/2019 11:52 AM

53

To be honest, I don't understand the questions. Are we being asked to evaluate the intent of ONI
as stated in it's mission? Or it's perceived efficacy in these areas? This survey is *very* confusing,
not sure what you're looking for.

5/8/2019 10:37 AM

54

That is a lot to ask for each question. I think many, if not most, of the concepts are hitting their
mark, but some still need work.

5/8/2019 10:12 AM

55

This is a big undertaking, and the City needs to insure they have the correct people / resources in
place to address this BIG goal. And they need to promote this "new" concept in ways that people
are clear on the process and how things work. One meeting is not enough. There needs to be an
educational push to let people understand the process and know what is available. In the past, the
Neighborhood Associations provided a "local" mechanism for people to be heard at the
government level. It provided a platform from which people could advocate for change in their own
community. It isn't a perfect platform, but it does work to assist people find their voice at a local
level, as opposed to going thru red tape at some government bureau! That process can be
frustrating and leave one with a feeling of being defeated. So if the City is going to step up on their
comittment to the Portland communities, they need to make sure that it doesn't become just
another "red tape" process.

5/8/2019 8:16 AM

56

1. Please rewrite in more direct, clear language. The text has WAY too many prepositional
phrases and the intent behind the words is very difficult to grasp, even for someone who regularly
works with wonky bureaucratic language. This is painful to read. 2. One small office taking
responsibility for equitable and effective communication for every bureau, project and event in the
City is wildly unrealistic. It also ignores the roles and goals of other City offices, programs and
projects. Please scale down your mission to that of facilitator, educator and advisor -- help City
staff and community leaders be more effective by providing technical assistance and tools. You
don't have the capacity to manage what you want to manage. 3. Don't throw the baby out with the
bathwater. Reading between the lines it appears your goal is to stop supporting neighborhood and
business associations/groups. This would be a huge mistake, and one that would be difficult to
correct after the fact. Many City issues are neighborhood specific -- land use, transportation, parks,
etc. Often neighborhood/business associations are the only reasonable way to provide a forum for
neighborhood-centric initiatives. Instead, I strongly suggest you a) maintain the current
neighborhood structure, b) provide assistance to help them become more inclusive and effective,
and c) ADD new opportunities for participatory government by helping other community
organizations have a strong voice. This is where OCCL could be most effective -- educating,
facilitating and supporting a variety of institutions and organizations, including neighborhood and
business associations.

5/8/2019 8:02 AM

57

pipe dream

5/8/2019 7:15 AM

58

I've over looked the entire purpose of this "questionnaire"; tied to the single most important issue
as the "homeless mess" this City has become. Either move the homeless to centers that can
assist in helping these individuals; or start a "crack-down" to move them out. This City has
become far too tolerant of the homeless; and the trash and filth that accompanies these
individuals. This has become a public health emergency and Portland has lost it's "livability"
reputation as a result. Do something damn it!!!!!!!

5/7/2019 8:43 PM

59

The goals of equity and inclusivity can't be adequately codified because these qualities are
outcomes of a good process is every aspect of civic life.

5/7/2019 7:01 PM

60

The removal of emphasis on neighborhoods as a key (but not the only) axis of citizen involvement
is a distinct mis step. Please consider re-linking this axis of civic engagement.

5/7/2019 7:00 PM

61

Where is universal accessibility and/or disability equity in the code?

5/7/2019 5:22 PM

62

Four suggestions: 1. Define 'Community' - since community determines service and resource
distribution parameters. 2. Add 'data informed' to 'ongoing evaluation' in Section 3.96.020-A sub E.
3. Reconsider use of the word 'Address' in Section 3.96.020-B sub C. Address is an action. Does
this require the city to take some type of action here? 4. Section 3.96.020-B sub H. you switch
from using 'community' to 'jurisdiction' as the unit of analysis....how do they differ? Also, what is
meant by 'city deliverable'....this is the first and only use of this term....but without benefit of
definition.

5/7/2019 1:19 PM
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This is incomprehensible. Please provide current language and new language of the proposed
code changes side by side, in the spirit of true Community engagement and transparency on the
website as soon as possible.

5/6/2019 6:09 PM

64

Portland's system of neighborhood associations and coalition organizations merits retention and
continued support from the Office of Community and Civic Life. The mission of neighborhood
associations and their respective coalition organizations is to enhance civic life and community
engagement by serving as a forum for discussion on livability issues, a conduit for individual and
group initiatives, and a facilitator of neighborhood improvement projects. The system provides an
open and inclusive environment, affording the opportunity for any resident--irrespective of race,
ethnicity, religion, or political persuasion--to participate as an at-large contributor or serve as an
elected representative. I urge the Code Change Committee not to abandon this model of
participatory democracy at the local level that continues to equitably and efficiently serve
Portlanders.

5/4/2019 9:24 AM

65

I work professionally in public policy and administration and I'm having a hard time with this survey
- there is a lot of jargon and I'm not exactly sure what you're trying to achieve (?) That being said, I
think it's a positive step forward to reflect on what's working right and ways that engagement can
be improved. I have heard a lot of criticism of our neighborhood associations and coalitions and
fear that this mode of community engagement is at risk. I hope that instead of dismantling an
engagement tool, it can be improved. In my neighborhood, our association and coalition are ways
that we have been able to effectively communicate with New Portlanders from Somalia and other
countries. Losing this tool and the city's support of neighborhood associations and coalitions would
be devastating to our community.

5/4/2019 9:04 AM

66

Outcomes should be based on needs citywide and not based solely on racial equity.

5/3/2019 11:30 AM

67

There seems to be an underlying bias against the fabric of what has made Portland so supportive
until recently of civic involvement. Neighborhoods which include all who are within its boundaries
are the best and most inclusive way to bring people together. Setting some groups as more
important than others is not democrative nor will it result in greater participation by the very groups
that this slant seems to favor. The Office needs to be renamed and eliminate its bias.

5/3/2019 9:36 AM

68

There could be a section on equity of City infrastructure, such at services that provide safety,
health and education.

5/3/2019 8:22 AM

69

please make sure that the city code is fair for everyone

5/3/2019 12:13 AM

70

This survey is asking people to consider a code out of context of the delivery mechanism, which
has been neighborhoods and coalitions. What would be useful (and transparent) would be to pair
the existing and proposed code, so stakeholders can evaluate it side by side. Method matters,
especially when we do not have geographic representation through city commissioners. The east
and far north sides are so often ignored by city commission. Look at where the parks and
resources are distributed.

5/2/2019 4:17 PM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

The City's email systems have identified this email as potentially
suspicious. Please click responsibly and be cautious if asked to
provide sensitive information.

Because of the distance from the central city of tomorrow's Committee
3.96 meeting and the overlap with my class in Site Design, I cannot make
it to the meeting in person--as I would dearly like to.
I do want to express my concern to the Committee that members of the
Eliot Tower condominiums on SW 10th Ave. organized via their email
network to take over the Downtown Neighborhood Association. So far,
they have appointed 4 Eliot Tower members and 2 residents of American
Plaza Towers condos and one architect, formerly based downtown (but
living in the NW District) to the Land Use and Transportation committee.
All appear to be caucasian and over 70. It appears that no renters, like
myself, are on the LUT committee (which I had served on for the last 10
years). Myself and two other renters have applied to be on the current
LUT.
One of them is young man who works as a building manager and has
other real estate experience. He would at least bring some AGE and
income diversity.
We were told that the current LUT members have to get used to working
with each other before taking on any new members--so our applications
are on hold indefinitely. Meetings are conducted at the Eliot Tower where
the members of the LUT sit at the front of the room and talk to each other,
with comments from members of the public suppressed until the end of
the meeting.
There is one maverick member of the recently "elected" DNA board who
has put together some demographic info on downtown residents. I will also
share that with the committee in a separate email.
I want to ask the Committee to take this info into account in the
deliberations on the code change.

Sabrina,
Would you please add this to the list of handouts for tomorrow' meeting?
Thanks,
Suk
-----Original Message----From: Rhee, Suk
Sent: Wednesda Ma 22
To:'
Subject: RE: ONI Diminish Support for Portlands Neighborhoods
We will share with the committee at their meeting tomorrow night.
-----Original Message----From:
Sent:
To: Rhee, Suk <Suk.Rhee@portlandoregon.gov>
Subject: Re: ONI Diminish Support for Portlands Neighborhoods
Yes, please...our association has attempted to change our bylaws to limit member rights...just last Thursday at our
annual meeting, the president denied a question on the bylaws from a member running for a board position.
is not the vision Goldschmidt had in the 80's.
The apathy in this structure is forcing neighbors to pull away and not care about what is important, and that is not what
we need to accomplish leadership.
Thank you.
Sent from my IPAD

> On May 22, 2019, at 10:57 AM, Rhee, Suk <Suk.Rhee@portlandoregon.gov> wrote:
>
> We have received a wide range of comments, including a few along these lines but it has been a spectrum of
responses.
>
> Please let me know if you would like for me to share your email directly with the committee. I would only do that if
you give me permission.
>
1

